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Abstract

We have been working to uncover gender differences

in the ways males and females problem solve in end-user

programming situations, and have discovered differences

in males’ versus females’ use of several debugging

features. Still, because this line of investigation is new,

knowing exactly what to look for is difficult and important

information could escape our notice. We therefore

decided to bring data mining techniques to bear on our

data, with two aims: primarily, to expand what is known

about how males versus females make use of end-user

debugging features, and secondarily, to find out whether

data mining could bring new understanding to this

research, given that we had already studied the data

manually using qualitative and quantitative methods. The

results suggested several new hypotheses in how males

versus females go about end-user debugging tasks, the

factors that play into their choices, and how their choices

are associated with success.

1. Introduction

Although there has been a fairly wide interest in

gender differences in computing professions and

education, as well as in gaming, there has not been much

research on how gender differences
1

interact with end

users’ use of software features, a research area we have

begun to pursue which we term gender HCI. Our

particular focus is on questions related to end-user

software development. Our goal is to learn how to design

end-user programming environments such that they

support end-user programmers of both genders.

Most of our work so far in this area has followed a

theory-driven approach, in which theories from

1
While individual differences, such as experience, cognitive style,

and spatial ability, are likely to vary more than differences between

gender groups, research from several domains has shown gender

differences that are relevant to computer usage [4, 10, 16].

psychology, education, and HCI have been used to

generate hypotheses which have then been investigated

via empirical studies. However, a disadvantage in

deriving empirical hypotheses from only established

theories is that these theories do not take into account the

specific needs and issues that arise in end-user

programming. Research situations such as this are often

referred to as “ill-structured” problems [22]. Such

problems contain uncertainty about which concepts, rules,

and principles are pertinent to the problem. Further, the

“best” solutions to ill-structured problems depend on the

priorities underlying the situation. In such problems, in

addition to hypothesis testing and application, there is

also the need for hypothesis generation. Such problems

are candidates for ultimately deriving new theories from

data and patterns.

Toward this aim, we have previously used manual

qualitative analysis techniques [23], inspecting data on

software feature usage in search of useful patterns leading

to hypotheses. Although the results of these efforts have

been fruitful, still, as humans we are fallible, especially

given large amounts of detailed data. We suspected that

there may be important information that we were

overlooking. Therefore, we employed a methodology

change: turning to data mining techniques to find feature

usage patterns that we may have missed.

In this paper we report the results of

revisiting data we had already analyzed,

but this time using a data mining approach.

Using this approach, we focus on gender

differences in how features are used, with the aim of

gaining new insights into our previous reports of when

and how much.

Our aim was to derive new hypotheses about

females’ and males’ strategies, adding to the growing

foundation for understanding the gender differences in

end-user programming situations—by “listening” to the

participants, through their data, from the ground up.
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2. Background and Related Work

We began our gender HCI research by generating

hypotheses [3] from relevant theoretical work from other

domains, including self-efficacy theory [2], educational

theories such as minimalist learning theory [11], and the

model of attention investment [8]. Several of these

hypotheses also came from empirical results from others’

investigations into gender differences in educational,

work, and entertainment settings. We followed up on

some of these hypotheses by conducting empirical studies

of these gender differences, including both qualitative

(e.g., [5]) and quantitative [4, 6] results. Many of our

findings have related self-efficacy to the way females

interact with software. Self-efficacy is a form of

confidence in one’s ability, specific to the task at hand

[2]. Gender differences regarding computer related

confidence have been widely studied, revealing that

females (both computer science majors and end users)

have lower self-confidence than males in their computer-

related abilities [7, 10, 14, 16]. Previous work also found

that tinkering with features can be helpful to both

females’ and males’ success, but that males sometimes

overdo it, which can interfere with their success [6].

In this paper we apply data mining to uncover

additional patterns of interest. Data mining, also known as

knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), is typically

used to find hidden patterns in data to help understand

data and make predictions about future behavior. In this

study, we apply sequential pattern mining [1] to our HCI

data.

Sequential Pattern Mining was first introduced in the

context of retail data analysis for identifying customers’

buying habits [1] and finding telecommunication network

alarm patterns [15, 17]. It has since been successfully

applied to many domains including some HCI related

applications, such as web access pattern mining for

finding effective logical structure for web spaces [19] and

automatic web personalization [18], mining Windows

processes data to detect unauthorized computer users [12],

and mining user-computer interaction patterns for finding

functional usage scenarios of legacy software [13].

Most work on applying data mining techniques to

HCI data has focused on finding characteristic patterns of

individual users [12, 18] or finding patterns that are

common to the entire population [13, 19]. In contrast, in

this study we are not interested in these two types of

patterns. Instead, our research goal requires us to find

patterns that are linked to subgroups of users, i.e., female

users and male users. Another somewhat unusual aspect

of our work is that we use the found patterns to generate

gender-related hypotheses. To our knowledge, data

mining has not been used before to generate hypotheses

from HCI data. In particular, it has not previously been

used to find gender differences in females’ and males’

interactions with software.

3. The Data and Environment

For this type of purpose, it is acceptable to mine from

previous data, so we used data from one of our earlier

studies [6]. The data was collected from 39 participants

Figure 1. The user notices an incorrect value in Course_Avg—the value is obviously too low—and places an X-
mark in the cell. As a result of this X and the checkmark in Exam_Avg, eight cells are highlighted as being
possible sources of the incorrect value, with the darker shaded cells deemed more likely than others.
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who used the “High-Support Environment” in our

research prototype. The environment provided a number

of features to participants who might feel in need of extra

help. These features are detailed in [6]. The participants’

task was to find and fix errors in two spreadsheets. Prior

to the task, the participants were introduced through a

tutorial to the environment features designed to aid in

debugging.

The debugging features present were part of

WYSIWYT (“What You See Is What You Test”).

WYSIWYT is a collection of testing and debugging

features that allow users to incrementally “check off”

(Checkmark) or “X out” (X-mark) values that are correct

or incorrect, respectively [9]. Cells initially have red

borders, indicating that they are untested. The more a cell

formula’s subexpressions are covered by tests (checked-

off values), the more blue its border becomes.

The environment also includes arrows, which

participants can toggle on and off on a per-cell (or even

per-arrow) basis. Arrows serve two purposes: First, they

explicitly depict the dataflow dependencies between the

cells and, when cells’ formulas are open, even between

subexpressions in the related cells. Second, arrows’

coloring reflect WYSIWYT “testedness” status at a finer

level of detail, following the same color scheme as the

borders. A user can thus look for red arrows to find cell

dependencies that still need to be tested. Figure 1 shows

an example of these WYSIWYT features that were

available to the participants.

Also present in the environment was the “Help Me

Test” (HMT) feature. Sometimes it can be difficult to find

test values that will cover the untested logic in a

collection of related formulas, and HMT tries to find

inputs that will lead to coverage of untested logic in the

spreadsheet, upon which users can then make testing

decisions.

Each of these features is supported through the

Surprise-Explain-Reward strategy [24]. This strategy

relies on a user’s curiosity about features in the

environment. If a user becomes curious about a feature,

the user can seek out explanations of the feature via tool

tips. The aim of the strategy is that, if the user follows up

as advised in the explanation, rewards will ensue.

Participants’ actions were recorded in user action log

files. A user action is defined as a participant’s use of a

debugging feature. The log files contained detailed

information about every user action, including a time

stamp for when the action was taken, on which cell it

operated, and various related parameters. Here is an

excerpt of a log file:

15:43:47, Tooltip Showing, CELL31567926-2332 …

15:44:12, Checkmark, CELL31567926-2342 …

15:44:57, Checkmark, CELL31567926-2332 …

In addition to the log files, we also collected

information on participants’ task success, background

information, and pre-task self-efficacy. Only the log files

were used in pattern mining. The additional information

was used to help analyze the patterns we found.

4. The Pattern Mining Process

In this study, we applied sequential pattern mining to

our log files to search for potentially interesting patterns.

To formulate the sequential pattern mining problem,

we considered each user action as an event. Since we are

most interested in how participants used features, we

abstracted away detailed contextual information that

distracted from this goal (such as the specific cell on

which the features were being used, or the exact time of

the actions). This abstraction transformed the data into

sequences of events. For example, the log excerpt in the

previous section translated into the sequence (Tooltip

Showing, Checkmark, Checkmark).

4.1 Preprocessing into Debugging Sessions

Following the procedure of [20], we used the notion

of debugging sessions to break the sequence of events

into subsequences. As with Ruthruff et al.’s definition, a

debugging session ends with a formula edit (or at the end

of the experiment), which presumably represents an

attempt to fix a bug. However, unlike Ruthruff et al.’s

definition, in which a debugging session began with the

placement of an X-mark, our debugging sessions begin as

soon as the previous one ended (or at the beginning of the

experiment), so that all actions could be considered—not

just the subset following an X-mark. In some cases

participants edited the same formula multiple times

consecutively. Since such edits were obviously a

continuation of fixing the same bug, we included them in

the preceding debugging session.

Based on this definition, we broke each log file into

debugging sessions. The total number of debugging

sessions for all 39 participants was 641. Thus the mean

per participant was 16.47 debugging sessions. The mean

number of events per debugging session was 24.45

events.

4.2 Sequential Pattern Mining

We used the SLPMiner program [21] to search for

patterns of the form (A, B, C), where A, B, and C are

events that happened in the specified order. A debugging

session was considered to contain the pattern (A, B, C) if it

had at least one occurrence of events A, B, and C in that

order, but the events did not need to be consecutive. We

refer to the percentage of all debugging sessions that

contained a pattern as the support of the pattern.
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SLPMiner searches for all sequential patterns whose

support exceeds a pre-specified threshold, and these

patterns are referred to as frequent patterns. To avoid

redundancy due to the fact that any subsequence of a

frequent pattern will also be a frequent pattern, the

software output the maximal patterns, i.e., patterns that

are not subsequences of other frequent patterns. We chose

the support threshold to be 10%, i.e., a pattern had to be

contained in more than 10% of the 641 debugging

sessions to be output by SLPMiner. This threshold was

chosen because it allowed us to find patterns that were

common to multiple users while still containing some of

the interesting but less frequently used features such as X-

marks and Arrow operations. We further focused our

attention on patterns of limited size, in particular of length

between one and four, because without limitations there

would simply be too many patterns to process, and longer

patterns often contained cyclic behavior and were difficult

to interpret.

4.3 Output and Post-processing

From the 641 debugging sessions, SLPMiner found

107 patterns of length one through four. Note that

SLPMiner (and other sequential pattern mining

algorithms) can only find “frequent” patterns, i.e., those

satisfying a minimum support criterion, which was 10%

in our case. It was up to us to determine which of the

found patterns were really interesting to our research goal.

Toward this aim, for each pattern we computed its

occurrence frequency for each user as the percentage of

that user’s debugging sessions that contained the pattern.

For example, if user A had 20 debugging sessions and 10

of them contained pattern p, the occurrence frequency of

pattern p for user A was 50%. As a result, we obtained a

pattern occurrence frequency table, which provided a

comprehensive description of the distribution of the

pattern occurrence among all users. We then analyzed

these pattern occurrence frequencies in relation to the

gender, task performance, and self-efficacy of the

participants who used them.

To help analyze the pattern occurrence frequencies in

an organized manner and gain high-level understanding of

the patterns, we categorized the found patterns such that

each category contained patterns centered on a certain set

of features. Figure 2 shows how the 107 patterns were

distributed into nine non-overlapping categories. See

Table 1 for examples of patterns and their categories. Our

analysis described in the following sections will be

presented based on these categories.

5. Results: How Each Gender Pursued

Success

How did the successful versus unsuccessful females

and males go about debugging? To investigate this

question, we divided the 39 participants (16 males and 23

females) into four groups by gender and number of bugs

fixed. We considered a participant “successful” if they

fixed at least 7 of the 10 bugs, and “unsuccessful”

otherwise. The groups and number of participants are

displayed in Table 2.

5.1 Just Like Males: A Female Success Strategy?

Strikingly, in Figure 3 the unsuccessful females and

successful males showed a similar frequency profile for

Edit Value &

Checkmark

HMTX-Mark-

Edit Value

Arrow &

Checkmark
Arrow

Only

Arrow &

Formula

Arrow,

Formula &

Tooltip

Checkmark

Figure 2: We grouped the 107 patterns into these 9
categories. The categories, based on the patterns�
content, are focused on the debugging and other
features available in the environment.

Table 1: Representative patterns output by SLPMiner. Categories were based on the pattern�s content.

Category Example Pattern

Help Me Test (HMT) (HMT)

Arrow, Formula & Tooltip (Tooltip Showing, Arrow On, Arrow Off, Edit Formula)

Arrow & Formula (Arrow Off, Post Formula, Hide Formula, Post Formula)

Arrow Only (Arrow On, Arrow On)

Arrow & Checkmark (Hide Formula, Checkmark, Arrow On)

Edit Value (Edit Value, Edit Value)

Edit Value & Checkmark (Post Formula, Edit Value, Checkmark, Hide Formula)

Checkmark (Checkmark, Tooltip Showing, Tooltip Showing, Checkmark)

X-Mark (Hide Formula, X-Mark, Post Formula, Edit Formula)
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each of the five categories on the left half of the graph

(from Edit Value to HMT)—all of which are testing-

oriented activities. We follow the software engineering

definition of “testing” here: judging the correctness of the

values produced by the program’s execution.

This suggests that the ways males successfully went

about their debugging task are the very ways that did not

work out well for the females, leading to the following

hypothesis:

Hypothesis: The debugging and testing strategies

that help with males’ success are not the right ones for

females’ success.

5.2 Unsuccessful Males Like Arrows

Turning to the right half of the graph, which

represents arrow-oriented patterns, the successful and

unsuccessful females converge with the successful males.

Interestingly, regarding this “how” aspect of arrows, there

was a striking difference between successful and

unsuccessful males. This difference is further illustrated

by Figure 4, which shows that, with all arrow patterns

combined, the unsuccessful males used arrow patterns far

more frequently than the successful males.

The higher frequency of arrow patterns for

unsuccessful males coincides with a higher raw count of

arrows used. As Table 2 shows, successful males used a

median of 12 arrows, whereas unsuccessful males used

more than twice as many, 25.5.

One of the most distinctive differences between the

successful and unsuccessful males’ arrow patterns

occurred in the category Arrow & Checkmark. Within

this category were two subcategories using the arrow and

checkmark features: “Formula Checkmark Arrow”, and

“Arrow Checkmark Only.” In the first, “Formula

Checkmark Arrow”, the patterns contain a formula-

related action then a checkmark, followed by an arrow.

For example: (Hide Formula, Checkmark, Arrow On) and (Hide

Formula, Checkmark, Arrow Off). Both unsuccessful and

successful males used these patterns frequently, in over

one third of their debugging sessions.

Successful

Males
Unsuccessful

Males

0.1

0.2

0.3

Figure 4: How: Percentage of debugging session that
contained arrows by successful versus unsuccessful
males.

Table 2: What: The median number of arrows turned
on and off during the experiment by gender and
debugging success. Note especially the difference
between the successful and unsuccessful males.

Group Number of

participants

Arrows

Successful Females 8 17.5

Unsuccessful Females 15 24

Successful Males 10 12

Unsuccessful Males 6 25.5

HMT

Arrow, Formula &

Tooltip

Arrow & Formula

Arrow Only

Arrow & CheckmarkEdit Value

Edit Value &

Checkmark

Checkmark

X-Mark

(a) Male

HMT

Arrow, Formula &

Tooltip

Arrow & Formula

Arrow Only

Arrow & CheckmarkEdit Value

Edit Value &

Checkmark

Checkmark

X-Mark

(b) Everyone
Figure 3: How by success group. Successful: solid
line, unsuccessful: dashed line, females: light, males:
dark. (Each category is represented by an axis line
radiating from the center. Where the polygon crosses
an axis represents the frequency of that pattern.) Note
the differences in use of arrow-related patterns
between successful and unsuccessful males.
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On the other hand, “Arrow Checkmark Only”, while

frequently used by the unsuccessful males (in one of

every four debugging sessions), was rarely used by

successful males (one of every ten debugging sessions).

Examples of patterns in this subcategory included: (Arrow

On, Checkmark) and (Arrow Off, Checkmark).

Although subtle, these two different strategies could

have a large influence on task success. By basing testing

decisions solely on the information provided by arrows,

as may be the case in the “Arrow Checkmark Only”

subcategory, participants may have neglected to take into

account the current state of the program execution. In

contrast, the “Formula Checkmark Arrow” subcategory is

about making a testing decision and then using the

arrows, perhaps to direct their next actions.

Hypothesis: Unsuccessful males overdo use of

arrows—unlike successful males, successful females, or

unsuccessful females.

5.3 Unsuccessful Males: Tinkering Addicts?

We suspected that gender differences in tinkering

behavior may be a factor in observed pattern differences.

In particular, the unsuccessful males’ more frequent use

of arrows and their greater variety of arrow-related

patterns is suggestive of a larger picture of unsuccessful

males tinkering with arrows, to their detriment.

In fact, in previous work, we reported results in

which males were found to do more unproductive

tinkering, using a different environment [6]. However, the

definition of tinkering used in that paper was necessarily

simple—and its simplicity prevented it from capturing the

excessive exploring/playing the unsuccessful males did in

the High-Support Environment. Based on patterns found

via mining that data, we are now able to identify more

complex tinkering behavior of unsuccessful males in this

environment, which we failed to notice in our previous

study.

For example, referring to Figure 3, notice the large

differences in pattern frequencies for unsuccessful versus

successful males in the Arrows Only category, which

contains patterns that involve only arrow operations. Two

representative patterns in this category were (Arrow Off,

Arrow On) and (Arrow Off, Arrow Off). Unsuccessful males

had more frequent occurrences of these patterns—one out

of every four debugging sessions for the unsuccessful

males versus only one out of 20 for the successful males.

Hypothesis: Unsuccessful males have a tendency to

tinker excessively with the features themselves rather than

using the features to accomplish their task.

6. Results: Self-Efficacy

How do high and low self-efficacy females and males

go about debugging? Since self-efficacy did not give the

same groupings of the participants as given by task

success, it is useful to consider how self-efficacy related

to pattern choices. Recall that self-efficacy measures a

person’s belief in his or her ability to perform a particular

task [2].

To investigate the question of whether self-efficacy

played a role in pattern usage, we divided the participants

into four groups based on their self-efficacy score. In

particular, we considered a participant to have high (low)

self-efficacy if her or his score was higher (lower) than

the median of all participants. See Table 3 for the

grouping of the participants.

In previous studies [4], self-efficacy has been shown

to be predictive of task success for females. That

conclusion also holds for the data examined in this study.

Half of the 12 high self-efficacy females were successful

but only two out of 11 low self-efficacy females were

successful. However, it was not true for males: seven out

of 10 high self-efficacy males were successful and half of

the low self-efficacy males were successful.

Figure 5 shows that high and low self-efficacy

females had pattern frequency profiles that are very

distinct from one another, suggesting that self-efficacy

made a difference with females. However, the males’ self-

efficacy did not appear to matter much in their pattern

choices.

Patterns alone tell only part of the story. We turned to

median raw counts of the number of features used to

better understand the reasons behind the patterns that we

were seeing. Low self-efficacy female feature counts

(Table 3) revealed that low self-efficacy females were the

highest usage group for all of the features—except the

checkmark.

High feature usage by low self-efficacy females may

at first seem to contradict our previous results, which

Table 3: What by self-efficacy group. We divided the
participants into four groups based upon their gender
and pre-task self-efficacy. The rest of the table shows
median raw counts of the number of features used
during the experiment.

Group Number of

participants

Arrow X-

mark

Check

mark

HMT

High

Females

12 10.5 3 65.5 5

Low

Females

11 24 8 45 8

High

Males

10 20 2 52 1.5

Low

Males

6 20 5.5 39 3
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showed that for females, high self-efficacy predicted more

(effective) use of features, which in turn led to greater

debugging success [4]. We proposed that offering greater

support in the environment would encourage low self-

efficacy females to use the features more. The current

study used the High-Support Environment, which

included features designed to fix that very problem. Our

results show that they worked—the low self-efficacy

females did indeed use the features in this version! But

our current study suggests that quantity of feature

adoption is misleading in isolation: feature adoption must

be considered in conjunction with how the features are

used.

High and low self-efficacy females diverged in both

counts and patterns. Notice in Figure 5 how many patterns

the low self-efficacy females used compared to high self-

efficacy females, except for the checkmark. As suggested

by self-efficacy theory, people with high self-efficacy are

more likely to abandon faulty strategies faster than those

with low self-efficacy [2]. Our results were consistent

with this. For patterns other than the checkmark patterns,

as suggested by Figure 6, the high self-efficacy females

were willing to try out and quickly abandon many

patterns in order to settle upon the ones they liked,

whereas the low self-efficacy females were more likely to

try a pattern again and again before ultimately moving on.

For example, 54 patterns were used 5-10% of the time by

high self-efficacy females, but only 16 were abandoned so

quickly by the low self-efficacy females. This leads to the

following hypothesis:

Hypothesis: Females with lower self-efficacy are

likely to struggle longer to use a strategy that is not

working well, before moving on to another strategy.

7. Some Lessons Learned

This research is the first exploration into using data

mining in the investigation of possible gender differences

in the way females and males went about problem-solving

their programs. We briefly share the lessons we learned

with the community so that others can gain from these

lessons.

In short, these lessons were: (1) Data mining is no

panacea. Many of us authors did not anticipate the amount

of work required to identify useful patterns of human

behavior and to interpret the results. (2) Data mining does

not eliminate all bias. Human judgment can impact the

results in many ways, such as in determining pattern

definitions, thresholds and most importantly how to

interpret patterns. Still, despite these somewhat rude

awakenings, (3) it was worth it! Despite the fact that we

had previously gone over the same data ourselves

extensively, data mining turned up patterns for which we

might never have thought to look.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have reported new data-derived

hypotheses about gendered patterns in the way females

and males used our available spreadsheet debugging

features. Because these data had already been analyzed,

we have employed a conservative approach: we have used
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line) had more patterns fall in the frequency range of
5-10%, where as the low self-efficacy females had
more of their patterns fall a bit higher, around 10-15%
of debugging sessions.

HMT

Arrow, Formula &

Tooltip

Arrow & Formula

Arrow Only

Arrow &

Checkmark
Edit Value

Edit Value &

Checkmark

Checkmark

X-Mark

(a) Female

HMT

Arrow, Formula &

Tooltip

Arrow & Formula

Arrow Only

Arrow & CheckmarkEdit Value

Edit Value &

Checkmark

Checkmark

X-Mark

(b) Male

Figure 5: How by self-efficacy group. High self-
efficacy: solid line, low self-efficacy: dashed line.
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data mining solely to generate hypotheses that must be

tested in later studies. These hypotheses are based on

evidence in the data, as revealed by the data mining

approach.

The new hypotheses related to the following results:

• Patterns used by the successful males were not a

recipe for success for the females.

• Unsuccessful males used many more arrow patterns

beyond those that appeared useful to the successful

males.

• Self-efficacy, again, impacted females’ choice of

patterns, but not males’. This is the fourth study

showing ties between females’ self-efficacy and

feature usage.

We caution that these are hypotheses and, although

they are data-derived, they require future empirical study

to accept or refute them.
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